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l aw School
Step Closer to
Naming Dean
Results of Faculty Vote Not Revealed
By Julie Beck
RG News Writer
The faculty has voted on a list of
candidates to succeed Lee Bollinger
this summer, Ted St. Antoine, chairperson of the Dean Search Advisory
Committee, recently confumed.
St. Antoine reported that the
Committee will pass along its list, in
priority order, to the central administration "very soon." Provost Gilbert
Whitaker will recommend a candidate to University President James
Day care workers lead a group of pre-schoolers through the Law Quad in the
Duderstadt who, in turn, will recomaft ermath of another snowstorm.
mend a candidate to the Board of
Regents. Formally, the Regents will
make the final decision to appoint the
new Dean of the Michigan Law
School.
St. Antoine said because the
Search Committee is "advisory" in
nature, it is not required by the Michiby Yale Kamisar, a trip to Italy, a sions which are determined entirely gan Open Meetings Act to make any
of its deliberations or activities pubBy Helen Melia
Thai dinner for six cooked by Profes- by the S.F.F. executive board.
RG Staff Writer
sor Livingston, a flight around Ann
"S.F.F. has a dual-goal," Story lic. As a result of this legal interpretaAlthough the Student Funded Arbor with Professor JJ. White, a said. "We help students finance tion, the Commiuee will not reveal
Fellowship campaign has received dinner in California. and a run with public interestjobs and help interest any of the names it will submit to the
more than $10,000 in pledged dona- Dean Bollinger.
groups who are traditionally under- Provost, with one exception.
The one remaining outsider cantions, the donations are lower when
S.F.F. encourages anyone who represented legally." Story emphacompared to the same point last year, has something to donate or knows a sized the importance of having all didate, labor professor Samuel Issasaid S.F.F. Executive Board Member professorwhodoes,topleasecontact students participate: "S.F.F. has charoff from the University of Texas
Rebecca Story, 2L. S.F.F. Board an S.F.F. board member. Prior to the become a tradition at Michigan," at Austin, is oneofthe possiblecandimembers urge students who have not auction L.S.S.S. will host a wine and Story stated, "we need everyone's
pledged contributions to do so before cheese party to put everyone into the help to keep the tradition going." grant for work in public interest law
Story explained that S.F.F. encour- this summer, and applications are due
March 11, the last day to make a donating mood.
pledge to fund a Mchigan student's
S.F.F. provides grants to Mchi- ages srudents to "pledge a day's March 18.
summer work in public interest law. gan Law Students who take unpaid pay" if nothing else.
S.F.F. Executive Board Member
"We need everyone's help in public interest summer jobs.
Students can donate contingent Sean Hecht, 2L, said that his S.F.F.
order to reach our $50,000 goal," Michigan's S.F.F. program is the upon securing future employmenL grant during the summer after his flTSt
Story said. Last year S.F.F. received largest student run fellowship pro- Students can also request that their year allowed him to work with the
approximately $23,000 in student gram in the country. Contribution summer employers make a match- ACLU of Southern California. "I did
pledges and S46,000overall, provid- sources include students, employers, ing donation. Pledging students all sorts of work on behalf of indigent
ing money for over40studentgrants. facu lty and alumni. S.F.F. is entirely need not pay until the summer; and people who didn't have access to
In addition, students can make student run and all contributions go graduating 3Ls need not pay until county hospitals," Hecht said.
contributions through purchasing dirzctly to fund applicants, and re- the fall.
Hecht recalls one particular projApplications are available in ect he worked on to be particularly
greatitemsattheS.F.F.auction March ceives an administrative budget to
17. Previous S.F.F. auction items fund posters and fliers. Grade points the Public Interest Office for those rewarding: "A California Highway
have included: a seating chart signed are not factored into the grant deci- interested in receiving an S.F.F. began to be constructed about fifty

Prospective lLs?

Student SFF Pledges Lag
Behind Last Yea r 's Pace

dates for whom the faculty could have
voted. The rest of the list, tO consist of
no fewer than three candidates, remains unrcvealed to the press or pul>lic.
Members of the Commiuee and
faculty declined to comment on the
record about any aspect of the search
or vote. Law students, however, would
voice an opinion.
Phil Susser, 3L, is disappointed
by the Committee's position not to
reveal the insider candidates' identities. "It's a sham, a straw-man transaction. It'sa blatant and flagrant abuse
of the spirit of the Open Meetings
Act," he said.
Rui DeCastro, 3L, disagreed with
Susser's assessment. "Practical considerations require that some level of
privacy is necessary to insure that this
process is fair to all the candidates
and protects these mon umentous proceedings from unwarranted public
interference," said DeCastro.
"At this stage of the proceedings,
the Committee should not be compelled to reveal the identities of the
candidates, especially since future opportunities for public scrutiny exist,"
he continued.

feet from a local school yard," Hecht
explained. 'The noise from the construction and traffic was so loud that
the teachers couldn't leaCh and the
students couldn't learn. Our job was
to help the school fi nd a way to stop
the construction of the highway."
Hecht also said that he was
completely involved in the legal process, and not just limited to researching case law. "Without my S.F.F.
grant I would not have been able to
work at the ACLU and maybe we
couldn' t have helped those schoolchildren."
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Gracie Curves: A Vicious Cycle Continues
By Michael Phillips
RG Special Contributor
Like to meet some bitter people? Of course, you could
hang out by l.hc job postings and wait for second and third years
to saunter by, pretending to check l.he list casually as if they're
merely curious. But l.hat bitterness is too volatile, too uncomfortable - essentiaJJy,just too biuer. It kind of makes your
skin itch. And nobody needs itchy skin at l.his point in their
lives.
So, in search of a better bitterness, you might proceed to the
grade board. There, you can observe second and third years
peer not at an opening w11.h l.he Office ofThrift Supervision in
Tuscaloosa, but at the fliSt year grades. You can feel the tension
rising as l.hesc hardened veterans of l.he bell curve gaze at what
appears to them a mountain of fine marks, occasionally muttering obscenity laced utterances ("only five f-ing C's!") to
nobody in particular. Then see l.he silent antagonism crest as
two fliSt years grouse aboutl.heir Contracts grades, a sentiment
as welcomed by l.heir more senior colleagues as Bob Guccione
at the Journal of Gender and Law offices.
It goes without saying that these students are concerned
about preserving the integrity of the grading system. They fear
that once introduced into the Michigan community, the pernicious process of grade inflation will progress like a cancer,
eventually subsuming any recognition of individual achievement The unfortunate but inevitable result will be the destruction of standards of excellence, the cheapening of this school's
hard-earned reputation, and the degradation of academia generally.
Yeah. And these same students seek to spend their second
and third years absorbing all the knowledge that will allow them
to indelibly impact the American legal system upon graduation.
That's why they rarely miss class, and even more seldom

These l.houghts help to bring some things into perspective.
decline when called upon by the professor to contribute. Rather,
As
a
child, did you ever wonder why your parents seemed
simple reality is that the new first-year curve evokes not merely
resentful
of the factl.hat you rode to school in a yellow, smoketwinges of envy, but full-blown jealousy in second and third
belching
vehicular
monstrosity with lumpy scats and a grouchy,
years. The injustice of the revised system iS manifest The first
often flatulent driver? Or why you were supposed to appreciate
Let 's just say that the Placement Office
l.he egg noodles wil.h ketchup that the school served to you atll
AM
and called "lasagna"? It was because deep down they
TTUzntra, 'employers kn01o the grading scale
wanted
you to walk five miles to school in the snow uphill both
at Michigan' has been the local equivalent
ways and eat twigs and squirrel carcasses forlunch just like they
of 'I didn't inhale. '
had to at your age. You weren't getting it stuck to you like they
got it stuck to them.
years will never have it stuck to them as we had it stuck to us.
There are no normative lines here. ~1ost first-years haven't
In truth, such resentment has played a role in the entire grade had any grade below a B smcc they barely scraped by in Lincoln
curve debate. Michigan's grade curve has historically been Logs during kindergarten (with the help of a commercial outnoticeably lower than that of comparable law schools, for line). They should be upset about their grades. And second and
reasons imperceivable to the average clod, and even to some third years should be jealous of the first-years. After all, l.he
above average clods. D!d it make first year a more rewarding grading system changed justm time not to benefit them. That
experience? Hardly. In a year designed to make students feel their marks have more "academic integrity" is comfort as cold
like a big pile of rat droppings, low grades only made them feel as Ann Arbor in January. Maybe, though, the 2Ls and 3Ls
like a larger pile of rat droppings. Did it assist Michigan students should consider for a moment at whom their envy is aimed: flfst
in obtaining jobs? Let's just say that the Placement Office year Michigan law students. Thmk about it this way. At least
mantra, "employers know the grading scale at Michigan" has you're not one of them.
been l.he local equivalent of"I didn 't inhale."
Correction:
So why did our low curves persist until placement rates
Kevin Traskos will be a note editor
began to plummet? One reason is that many faculty members
for the 1994-95 !Uichigun IJaw Rt-~
attended law school when it was supposed to represent some sort
of intellectual Bataan Deal.h March. That system ensured that
view Editorial Bourd. Jlis name
future professors got A' sand B's, while most normal humans got
was inadvertently left off the chart
C's. As a prominent Michigan professor once complained,
in the February 7 issue.
"when I was in law school, a 3.0 was Law Review. Now you all
walk around with your crappy 3.2's and everyone thinks you're
so damn smart" In other words, we're not getting it stuck to us
like they got it stuck to them.

-

!Letter to the Editor:

'Concerned' Student Questions RG Content
To the Editors of the RG:
I am a diligent RG reader, and during this past year I
have noted some disturbing trends. The RG made three
apparClltly unrelated announcements concerning itself last
term: (I) that it had wonanawardasthe beststudentrunlaw
school paper in the country; (2) that it was switching to a
"news analysis" format; and (3) that it was having unprecedented difficulties recruiting ll..s and 2Ls to its staff.
I wonder if these three events might not be directly
related. Perhaps it is the puzzling decision to change the
format of an award-winning paper that has led to a lack of
Cllthusiasm for joining it The main result of the format
change that I have noticed is l.hat more space is taken up by
wide-ranging commentary pieces by the editors-in-chief
(see, e.g., "Clintons Reinvents Government," by Richard
Golden in l.he latest RG). I have difficulty seeing why these
pieces are worth the amount of space l.hey take up. Usually,
I read a newspaper article because the person writing either
has information, knowledge or expertise that I lack; but
these pieces are written by Michigan law students-with no
special eJ~pertise in the areas they write about- for other
Michigan law students. Why would a student read something that she is equally well-qualified to write herself?
I realize the RG may have no great surplus of pieces to
supplant these commentaries. However, there seemed to be
enough under the previous format, and I urge you to consider returning to it Otherwise, l.he RG should no longer
describe itself as a student newspaper, but as a collection of
commentaries written by students who, for some reason,
think their opinions are worthy of special attention.
Sincerely,
A Concerned 3L

Dear "Concerned":

It is the express policyoftheRG Mt toprintaMnymous
submissions unless a compelling reason is given by the
writer. Ordinarily, we know the identity ofthe writer and do
not publish his or her name. In this case, even we do not
know the identity of the writer because of their fear, arrogance, or whateverfeeling motivated them not to confront us
directly. According to policy, this letter should have immediately gone into the proverbial "circularfile," but we made
an exception in this case because we feel our general
readership should be aware of our stance on this issue.
Where is it written that simply because you win an
award, you are not allowed to refine and improve your
product? In fact, a close comparison of last year's volwne
and the current one elicits only a few minor changes. The
main difference is that we M longer cover news stories that
for logistical reasons are Mt timely when reported.
Regarding our competence, or the ostensible lack
thereof, to write commentary pieces. "Concerned" fundamentally misunderstands the nature ofcommentary writing.
Commentaries are not news articles designed to impart
factual knowledge heretofore unknown to the reader. The
assumption of the commentator is that while the reader
generally knows the basicfacts ofa story, his job is to give
a certain perspective that the reader may not have previously considered. That is a taskfor which any student, even
"Concerned," is qualified.-Eds.
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on the Friday preceding publication. Items submitted after
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typed in any of the following word-processing programs:
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Students Sponsor Debate on Religious Expression
By John Erthein

Special to the RG
Because the issue of religious expression
in the public schools has generated so much
heat, some Law School student groups decided to try to generate some light for achange.
The Christian Law Students Association, the
FederalistSocietyandtheUniversity'sACLU
chapter jointly organized a debate entitled
"Religious Expression in the Public Schools."
The participants were former Federal Appeals
Court Judge and Solicitor General Kenneth
Starr {also a member of the Christian Legal
Society) and Michigan Civil Liberties Union
Executive Director Howard Simon. The debate, moderated by Dean Bollinger, was held
on the evening of February 15. As one might
expect, Starr and Simon expressed considerably different ideas about the"proper" level of
religious expression in the public schools
After Dean Bollinger's opening remarks,
Judge Starr set out three principles which he
argued should shape the way one approaches
.the issue of religion in the schools.
First, Starr pointed to the Madisonian
idea of "freedom of conscience," which is
necessary for a free society. Each citizen must
be free to worship God in his or her own way
- or not to worship God at all. As Justice
Robert Jackson once wrote, the state must

John Erthein, 3L, is a member of the Christian Law Students Association.

never intrude on the "freedom of the mind."
Second, Starr argued that free speech
values should inform the debate on religious
expression. All of us are obliged to tolerate
even what we intensely dislike. Opinions
should not be stifled- including religious ones.
Therefore, even if some individuals dislike the
idea of valedictorians praying at high school
graduations, such speech should be protected
like any other speech.
Finally, Starr pointed to what he called the
"equality principle," in which all groups, including religious ones, should be allowed to
express their beliefs in the "marlcetplace of
ideas." As an example, he pointed to the
Supreme Court's decision in Lamb's Chapel ,
in which the Court directed a recalcitrant school
district to allow a Christian student group to
use a school audi10rium to show a film by the
religious psychologist James Dobson. In this
regard, Starr criticized the ACLU for litigating
against student-led Bible studies, referring to a
case in the Lubbock, Texas, school district.
In another area, Starr also criticized the
"separationist" Supreme Court decision in
Lemon v. Kurtzman, which allowed religious
expression in the "public square" only if such
expression had both a secular purpose and effect. Starr argued that this decision violated
the well-established American tradition of
public religious observance. According to
Starr, society should not be afraid to retain its
public religious traditions while simultane-

ously respecting the right of citizens to dissent
from such practices, for example by "opting
out" of activities which they disliked.
In his presentation, Howard Simon explained the ACLU's philosophy of religious
expression. He argued that the ACLU has never
shown hostility to religion: In fact, the ACLU
has frequently defended minority religious
viewpoints from majoritarian suppression. And
Simon also stated that of course high school
students had to be informed about the world's
religions and their moral teachings 10 have a
complete education.
However, echoing Justice Harry
Blackmun's words, Simon warned against using the "machinery of the state" to advance or
imposereligiousvaluesonstudents. Hepointed
to attempts by conservative Christians to teach
"Scientilic Creationism" in public schools. He
also objected 10 a western Michigan public
school allowing a large portrait of Jesus Christ
to be displayed in its front h.all. For the ACLU,
at the "core" of the First Amendment is the idea
that fora like the classroom must not be used to
advance religious doctrines that challenge the
beliefs of others.
Simon criticized those who would "politicize" religious issues, arguing that religion most
certainly is not"undersiege" in this very devout
country. He warned tha1 stirring up religious
passions has historically led to disastrous results in this country and elsewhere. In any case,
considering the strength of religious convic-

lions in America. Simon wondered why some
believe it is "important" to advance re)jgious
expression in the public schools.
Each speaker was given time to rebut the
arguments made by his counterpart. In his
rebuttal, Starr criticized two of Simon's implicit premises. First, although religion has had
its "bad moments" in our history, overall its
public influence has been positive for our society. Second, Starr argued that, far from being
a potentially oppressive majority, devout Christians often comprise a "discrete and insular
minority." He pointed to the Mergens case, in
which an evangelical highschool student, Brigiue Mergens, was temporarily prohibited by
her school from carrying her Bible in public.
She often felt like the "odd person out" among
her more secular classmates. Summing up,
Starr concluded that the entire "community of
life," including the public schools, must not be
off-limits to students' religious expression.
As for Simon, he reiterated that the public
school system must not reflect anyone's religiosity. He argued that Starr's "opting out" solution was not enough protection for those students who reject the religious convictions of
the majority or the "establishment." Simon
also challenged Starr's argument about
America's historical tradition of public religious morality, saying that America also had a
strong secular morality, reflected in the ideals
of the Bill of Rights.

Get On The Fast TracK!
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Choose your Fast Track dates:· Get the T!
•
•
•
•

March 28-April2
April4-9
Aprilll-16
April 18- 23

A a pecial gift for attending
Fast Track training, you will
receive a free I00% cotton
LEXIS/NEXIS t- hi11.

"All dates are not available at all schools. Check \\ ith your Fast Trod representative.
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tv.·eeds,

fine Eurooean wool

cashmere,~ mink,

wors~ed fabrics in glen plaid, pinstripes,
herringbone, flecks and solids .

CUSTOM TAILORED SUITS
made from 25 measurements and 2 polaroid shots
include:
- SPECIAL PADDING UNDER THE ARMS
- RUBBER STAYS ON PANT WASTE TO KEEP SHIRT TUCKED
- YOUR FULL NAME INSCRIBED ON INSIDE BREAST POCKET
-SEPARATE POCKETS FOR PENS, BUSINESS CARDS AND
BILLFOLD
- OPTIONAL PLEATS, BUTTONS FOR BRACES , CUFFS
-FREE CUSTOM TAILORED DRESS SHIRT (UP TO $65 VALUE)
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TONY AT THE BUSINESS SCHOOL 663- 5471
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MBA students suit salesman's success
BY AMY SCHULMAN

H

ARVARD Business
School student John
Francis puts on hts best
u ess suit. only to be
badgered for buytng It In the first
place.
"How much did you pay for
this suit? Is this custom-made or
ready-made?" R.M. Rock asks.
tuggtng at the seat of Francis'
pants. "I mean this suit - how
c c:lts this sutt? I don't want to
t;Jy anything but this Is
-~dlculous. This Is three. four
!nches too big around the hips."
Franc!s takes no ofTense he h•c:r "miles.
He 1S abOut to oe measured
for Rock's perfect-fitting,
completely custom-made suiL In
fact, he's going to take three. With
a S250 to $500 price range
depending on the fabric Francis
chooses, each suit will cost him
le~~ than the ofT· the· rack
monstrosity he is wearin~t.
''I'll make from scratcn
anything you want." flock
promtses. !ie takes a battery of
measurements and two Polarotds
of a shlrt!rss F'rancts so the
taJiors In : :ong Kong can make
the suit to r.: Ills posture and
sytnme<ry.
The suits will have rubber
stays on the pants' waistband so
Francis' shirt won't untuck. and
the ja<:kets will have his full name
lnscrlb'.d on the Inside of the
coat pockP-t.
"Any detaJI you want. I can
do lt." Rock says. "Paisley llntng.
pleat. no pleat. one leg culT. the
other leg no cuff. I can do
anything."
Franci>; Is relieved. Rock Is
ever)thidfl l>lt Harvard Business
School cli7-mata aay he ta.

"I Just bought a couple of
Hlckey-Freemans and found out
they're just special order. not
custom-made. Now I'm
diversifying my portfolio,''
Fran~ ·s says In MBA-speak.
Rock. an Independent
salesman of Hong Kong tailored
clothing. has been su iUng up the
men at liarvard Business School
for 20 years. The students call
him an "HBS Institution:· Born
tn India and schooled only until
age 12. Rock has come a long
way since hts first $4-per-month
job. At 43. he dresses elegantly tn
Bally shoes. tailored sil k pants.
tailored sh irt and silk tte. He
makes It his business to know
what Is appropriate on Wall
Street and In the .:orporate
boardroom .

"The suits made for the
younger physique tend to be
trendy. On Wall Street you can' t
be trendy."
Steve Stearns has already
bought two suits and a tuxedo
from Rock. "Even If you get a
good deal on lt. like at Ftlene's
Basement. who wants to buv a
nice suit just to have It all ·
chopped up?" says Stearns.
Some 5.000 swatches are
laid out on the hotel beds.
Including cottons for custom
shirts. One Europea n wool. wool
crepe. cashmere. min k. kid
moha!r and worsted silk fabrics
In glen plaid. pin-stripes. rweeds.
herringbone. necks and solids.

Salesman tailors business
to suit students
,

students ltop. from left) Andre"
E:sklnd and C'harlts Adam< chcr k nut R M Rock's sv:a~rh "'mplr.
mc..,uros Mark Copman

"Blue or gray- no brown."
he advises the future corporate
eltte. "Dress very conservative. If
you 're with a company five. stx
years you can wear anything.
When you're new you wear
conservative clothes...
Rock sees I 0 to 20 people
dally In his Charles Hotel room
during the flve·week tr ips he
makes each year to Cambridge
from his Granada Hills. Caltf..
home. Most of his student clients
complain that oiT-the·rack sutts
are not made for athletic men
with btg shoulders and small
watsts.~obert Earle. a business
school student who participates
In trtathlons. lamen ts.

"He's a ole to buy Dunhtll and
Saville Row fabrics that are
top-of-the-line:· says Christopher
Baker. a vice president at
Prudential·Bache Secunties m
Boston and a 1978 Harvard
MBA. "I've seen suits made of the
same fabnc In Louts (of Boston)
for triple the cost."
Baker says he has bought
about 20 Rock suits stnce hts
Harvard years. and he Is only one
of the many who keep coming
back for more.
··1 get them while they ar ..
students." Rock says. '"They buy
a few surts or a few shirts from
me now. but I'm hoping lht'y !{et
good Jobs. make a lot of mont'y.

become rich and famous - and
they'll make me rich."
It seems to be working. Rock
says he now has 2.000 clients In
New York Ctty alone who are
either Harvard Business School
graduates. their friends or
&ustness associates.
"That's the McDonald's
theory - get them wh ile they' re
kids." busi ness student Mark
Demetree says.
Rock never planned on the
franchise he now enjoys. Twenty
years ago he was approached In
Seattle by an HBS stude nt askmg
where he could get a suit like the
one Rock was wearing.
That student quickly became
a customer. and told Rock It
would be worth hts while to make
a business tr1p to Harvard. As
any~ business school student
woufd do he ofTered to be a
campus agent and set up
appointments for a small
comm1sston on sales
"I told him. 'You're crazy.'
Rock says. "I never heard of
Harvard Business School. .. The
student persisted, and Rock has
never been sorry he made the
trip.
CompeUUon for the job of
Rock's Custom Tatlor campus
agent has tx:come an annual
event at the business school
PaJrs of students submit
business :>lans that dc:tall how
they would expand Rock s
business. to be judged by tfJe
out-gotng agents.
Curren t aRents Charles
Adams and MiKe Anthony h&ve
tried to expand Rock's clientele to
tnclurle students at Harvard Low
School. and the business scl:ools
at Boston Universi ty and Bostor
College.
Rock has also added
Wharton and Stanford Business
School to hiS traveling Itinerary
Andy Eckert, 6-foot-8 and a
recent Stanford graduate who 1s
now a senior associate at Summit
Partners In Boston. will wear h1s
Rock tuxedo at his wedd tng next
month.
"I've gone th rough fou r or Ove
Hong Kong taJiors. and Mr.
Rock 's the besl." he says.
Eckert has just as much
business school savvy as the guys
from Harvard : "Mr . Rock. you
have to start :>nf. of those deals
where If I recommend two friends
and they by tv·o sutis. I ~e t out"
rret".'' hl" ~vs.

" I have to go to business
school," Rock sa with a si
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Elevator Music for Generation X
By JeffMacy
RG Music Critic
The past few weeks, I ftnd that the music
I've been listening to has tended more and more
toward the melodic, and away from the usual
scare-your-roommateS stuff that I'm fond of
spinning at all hours of the nighL This bothers
me; l hope I'm not going soft. In any case, I'm
sure the pendulum will swing back over to the
noisy side of things in the ncar future, with new
releases like Nine Inch Nails' The Downward
Spiral coming this month. If that album is
anything like the screaming paranoid fantasies
of N!N 's last two EPs, Broken and Fixed
(which sort of sound like a root canal perfonncd at 120 beats per minute), I'm sure
things will be right back to nonnal around here.
Cheers.

•••

Jar of Flies -Alice in Chains
There are a few things that have always
confused me about Alice in Chains. Like, first
of all, why are their "throwaway" side project
EPs always a million times beuer than their
"real" full-length albums? I mean,Face/ift and
Dirt were okay, but both albums locked early
on into a sarney-sounding grind, which made
one song difficult to distinguish from another
except after repeated listens. By contrast, between the two albums AIC released a five song
acoustic experiment called Sap, which they
wrote and recorded with members of
Soundgarden, Heart and Mudhoney, which
ruled. On Sao. voucouldsee thedeadlvserious
members of Alice letting their hair down and
just enjoying making music for its own sake.
Since the songs wereaJJ acoustic, singer Layne
Staley and guitarist Jerry Cantrell also had the
opportunity to show off theirsongwriting skills,
which are often buried under all the gratuitous
layers of noise in more "traditional" Alice
songs. Of course, as is the case with aJJ reaJJy
challenging stuff, Sap was unjustly ignored by
the press and record-buying public.

The Pacific Northwest's favorite smack
addicts have done it again with their latest,
another EP called Jar ofFlies, which checks in
at seven songs,justover half an hour in length.
The difference is that Alice in Chains is a lot
bigger this time around, having earned huge
name recognition thanks to their slot on Lollapalooza last year and the simple fact that threequarters of them are from Seattle. Therefore,
Jar of Flies will go on to sell lots and lots of
copies, which is good because it's not quite as
good as Sap, but still way bener than Dirt.
Jar of Flies is not acoustic, but it's a lot
mellower and warmer than Alice tends to be. It
doesn't really represent a radical departure
from their former sound, just a refinement. And
that leads me to my second question: Whydoes
this band always pick the most mediocre songs
off their albums to be radio singles? With
Face/ift, it was the inescapable "Man in the
Box" (the video for which never failed to
slightly nauseate me, especially that bit with
the monk with his eyes sewn shut.) With Dirt,
it was the plodding and repetitious "Angry
Chair," and now radio is playing the hell out of
what is probably the worstsongonJar ofFlies,
a whiny liule ditty called "No Excuses."
Trust me, folks, there are way better songs
on this EP than that turl<ey. Like, for instance,
"Don' t Follow." Or "Nutshell," a song that
could almost be a homecoming dance anthem
if it wasn't for the "I feel better dead" lyrics.
(Okay, so maybe Staley hasn'tlightened up as
much as he should. Give him a break; if you
were a recovering drug addict in a city where it
always rains, you'd be cranky a lot, too.) Alice
in Chains even try a bit of instrumental atmospherics on ''Whale and Wasp," and while the
results aren't as satisfying as they could be, at
least the boys are pushing the boundaries a biL
Let'sjusthope they can keep this vi be going on
their next full-length album. Recommendation: Pick upJarofF/ies,andifyou like it, make
the effort to track down Sap. It's really worth

the search.

•••

Under the Pink- Tori Amos
My vote for Best Unexpected Surprise of
1993 went to Rage Against the Machine, but
the new artist I really grooved on back in '92
was this carrot-topped piano-playing minister's
daughter named Tori Amos. My roommate
bought her first solo album, Little Earthquakes, on a dark day in 1992 when l was sick
and miserable and had no inclination whatsoever to be happy. He popped it into the CD
player and from the moment Tori started pounding out the notes to the first track, "Crucify," I
was hopelessly in love. Every song on Little
Earthquakes was a wild epiphany which lifted
my mood and changed my life. (Really. And
I'm a better person for the experience, too.
Whaadya mean, you don't believe me?)
Liule Earthquakes was one of those albums that you either loved or hated at first
listen. The swooping string arrangement, the
unabashed feral nature of Amos' voice, and the
stark raw honesty of her lyrics either compelled
you to listen more or scared you away. Somehow, she managed to walk the thin line between
mysticism and wry humor without sounding
too much like either a loopy New Age weirdo
or an embittered cynic. No wonder this album
sold 500,000 copies on word of mouth alone.
Those of us who ran out and bought Amos'
second album, Under the Pink, in hopes of
getting more of the same, are due for a bit of a
surprise. The new album is more obliQue.
elliptical.. .it makes the listener work a lot
harder to find the heart of the song. And that's
a good thing, because Amos has matured exponentially as a songwriter. There are stiiJ great
songs with instant hit potential here, most notably "Comflake Girl" and a duet with Trent
Reznor of Nine Inch Nails called "Past the
Mission." At firSt this seems like a real headscratcher of a pairing, but what with Johnny
Cash singing on the new U2 album and Kate

Bush duetting with Prince on her latest, nothing
surprises me anymore.
The rest of the album is divided pretty
evenly between deceptively gentle piano ballads and unclassifiable experimental stuff. An
example of the Iauer is the ftrst single, "God,"
which works Tori's signature piano sound,
some squonking Primus-esque guitar and a
complicated counterpoint choir harmony into a
song with lyrics like "God sometimes you just
don't come through/ Do you need a woman to
look after you?" Or try the symphonic funk
(really!) of "Space Dog." Stellar stuff.
Amos, who rivals Prince in her fascination
with reconciling the opposing worlds of ascetic
religious self-denial and wanton sexuality,
addresses this dichotomy repeatedly on Under
the Pinlc. Tori has never flinched at exposing
the raw nerve of passion concealed behind the
delicate veneer of society, and songs like the
stark "Icicle" demonstrate that she knows her
stuff. In a recent interview, Tori said, "Polite
women aren 'texpccted to talk about things like
Jesus and masturbation. My feeling is, what
else is there to discuss?"
What makes Amos so successful in addressing such weighty issues is her reluctance
to be pigeonholed into a single way of singing
about them. She is fully capable of sliding from
the coy teasing of a dominatrix (Little Earthquakes' "Leather") to the irrational frustration
of an ignored customer trying to contain her
anger(''The Waitress,"with its pithy and catchy
refrain, "I believe in peace, Bitch/ I believe in
peace"), to the sepia-toned wistfulness of a
young child ("Pretty GoodYear" and "Bells for
Her''). Under the Pink has a lot of things to say,
and a lot of really innovative ways of saying
them. It's a tough nut to crack at ftrst, but well
worth the effort in the long run.
RATINGS (out of five stars):
Jar of Flies- ***1/2
Under the Pink-****

MARCil MADNESS
IS JIERE!
Watch for the RG's
annual NCAA ~len's
Basketball Touramen t
Pool by the pendaflexes
Tuesday, March 15.
Entries will be due
Thursday, ~larch 17, at
12 noon.
Admission is free.

"l f it's Heads, defendant goes fi'ee .... Tail s, he gets the electric cllai r."

Prizes will include
NCAA Tournament sou·
venirs or gift certifl·
cates from l ocal mer·
chants.
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Love and The Golden Handcuffs: A Fiction Story
By David Barringer
RG Features Writer
First thing in the morning she told me her boyfriend's name.
Marissa was one of our firm's newer associates and my most
recent sin. We were sitting up in bed and had propped pillows
behind our backs. We had slept together for the first time the
night before, and I was thankful she waited until morning to
speak his name. It could easily havecomeatamuch worse time.
Stroking her auburn hair, I was trying to forget how deep in
the middle of life I was. I was an unwanted partner, a dead
weight, in a small firm in Burlington, Vermont, a firm Marissa
had just climbed into. A top graduate of NYU, Marissa was on
the ascent. A failure at charming the right people at the right
parties, I was sagging. I hadn't gotten a bonus in three years. I
was sure I was being muscled out.
I was thinking about this when I accidentally snagged a
mot in Marissa's hair and tugged her head back. She bolted out
of bed, put her hands on her hips and said, "Julio." J ustlike that.
With the appropriate little cough at the beginning. "Julio."
"What's that?" I asked.
"Oops," she said.
"Are you giving mea nickname," I asked, "like lovers do?"
"No," she said, laughing in spite of herself. She picked up
a pillow and hugged it to her chest. She was smiling. "Jesus,
Ozzie, I'm sorry. It's my boyfriend's name."
I got out of bed and walked over to her dresser's mirror. I
wanted to see my face, to see if my face measured up to what I
thought this Julio might look like. I examined my face. I saw
a thiny-six-year-old divorced man with pale eyes where his
glasses should go and too much forehead where his hair used to
be. Through most of my life,I'dgotten by on faith and durability
and had the good sense to go to bed for love, but get the hell up
when the alarm went off. And that's what I'd done now. I'd
gotten up. Light rushed in, and I looked away from the mirror.
Marissa had opened the blinds and was gazing out the window
into the snow and, beyond the rooftops, to the Green Mountains
of Vermont.

•••

One Friday evening in April, the firm rented Sweetwaters
on Church Street m downtown Burlington, not tOO far from the
only concert hall in town where I once dragged Marissa to see
George Winston. Sweetwaters has brass and dark wood and

grape vines painted in the upper comers of the ceiling. For us,
they played Frank Sinatra and Barbara Streisand. Marissa was
being a real sport. As far as anyone knew, we were just friends.
"I have a surprise for you," she said, hooking her arm into
mine.
"Oh, yea?" I said, recalling that at the last firm party, she
had had a suprise, and it was to tell me she was pregnant.
"Mine?" I had asked. "No, silly," she had said. "You mean?''
"You-know-who," she admitted.
I had said I'd go along with whatever she decided. Marginally involved, I had little business offering my opinion. When
my father used to tell my mother that what she was feeling was
not what a rational person should be feeling, my mother would
disappear for weekends at a time. All emotions are valid, I
learned, and if you believe this, you will never have to live alone.
At the bar, I was stupidJyconfiding my suspicions about my
future to Alan, a senior partner who was probably as two-faced
as the rest, although at least he listened. I told h1m that my boss
fails to tell me of important meetings, and he nodded gravely. I
asked h1m if anyone stOOd up for me when at year's end the
senior partners matched personal wonh to salaries. He stirred
his drink and shook his head. I told him I saw in the money no
safe way to leave, and in the ftrrn no way out that wasn't a
backing down, a giving up. Life wasn't golden, but it was
enough to hang onto, enough so that giving it up was a risk I
couldn'treasonably afford to take. I didalotofbalancing, I said,
during lunch hours, on the weekends, holding the momentum of
my past investments in one hand, and in the other the stunted
organ I still believed was my heart. I had no family, no life
outside work, and a veterinarian had just put my dog to sleep for
her hip anhntis. Alan thought that was especially tragic. He had
a Rottweiler named Elvis. I was about to tell him about Marissa,
that she was the only person in whose estimation I tipped the
scales, buried the needle, made the difference. I was about to,
but didn't, because a finger jabbed under my armpit.
"01.zie," Marissa announced. "This is Julio Borges."
She had to step aside and encourage him forward. The
young man wore a blue sport jacket, red lie and khaki pants. A
college kid. Jesus Christ, I thought.
Marissa was beaming. The kid looked like he was being
turned in to the authorities. I let him wait for me to say
something. He was starting to feel uncomfortable, and I liked

that He kept brushing back one spray of his dark hair, and
blinking, as if against bright lights. He had pudgy cheeks that
were shaved raw. Sweat collected on his upper lip. It must have
had a menthol sting.
"Alan Tevora," said Alan, extending his hand from behind
me.
Julio gratefully lunged for it.
Real estate became the topic of the hour. Alan was a great
economics windbag, and we nodded every so often, accepting
the drinks he bought I gave mine to Julio who looked like he
needed it. Marissakickedmylegandsmiled. My only intention
was to make the kid sick, but I smiled back anyway.
When the talk dried up and all that was left was Alan prying
open Julio's fingers for the last whiskey sour whose ice had long
ago melted, I told Marissa to peel Julio's face off the bar, and
maybe I should drive them home. The bartender had begun
playing music we hadn't requested, Def Leppard and Aerosmith. It was late.
Marissa and I had driven here in my 1985 Chevrolet
Caprice, thepoorman'sCadillac. Julio had pedalled hereon his
SSOO mountain bike which was chained to an iron railing.
Marissa fished the key tied to a string out of his spon coat,
unlocked the bike, and while she was putting the key-necklace
over Julio's head, I was shoving the bike into the trunk. It was
a strange moment, and I suspected we were setting a precedent
for our division of labor. They would attend to themselves,
hygiene and protocol, and I would lug around their shit like a
tour-bus driver. I was having trouble fitting in the bike, and she
was having trouble carrying Julio. We swapped. She removed
the front tire, which she said was easy but whiCh I didn' t know
how to do, and I laid out Julio in the back seat. I didn' t feel tOO
good about this transgression of duties and had no idea what
kind of precedents we were setting. 1 thanked God Julio was
passed out.
Marissa sat in the passenger seat, saying she wanted ro talk.
"About what?" I asked, after we had driven a while in
silence.
"You know," she said. "Me and you."
"All of us," I said.
"Yes," she agreed.

See LOVE, page 8
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Life is good at

<I>~<P
Consider the many benefits of life at the palatial "Phid"
mansion:

I • It's close! Just one short block from the law school
It's far cozier than the Law Quad, local bars, or
I • whatever
other housing you might consider.
It's more fun than is allowed by law in several
I • counties!

rural

St.!MMER S BLETS are available from $120-150/month

to law students and non-law students alike.
F ALL M EMBERSHIPS are also available. The house is

accepting applications from I & 2L women and men
who are interested in in-house memberships for the
94-95 academic year. The inexpensive 8-month
leases are great, but pale in comparison to the legion
of other benefits available to the happy residents of
the <JM<I> palace. Ca!J for more details.

I

CaJI Joe at iiii~-;JiJss for more information

I

Lawyers Club Reapplication and Lease Signing will
take place during the week
of March 14-18. Complete
information on procedures,
room availability, deadlines and fees is available
at the Club's Main Desk
beginning March 1. Current residents will receive
procedures in their March
1 mail; non-residents
should pick up procedures
and application materials
between March 1 and
March 14.

Phi Alpha Delta
Law Fraternity
Announces
a canned-food drive
Wednesday, March 9
to benefit
Ann Arbor's
Homeless
Shelter.
Donations accepted in
box by pendaflexes.

Prince"e& Without a Country

Regal Hints for a Tropical Paradise Vacation
By Elizabeth Feeney and Natalie Cadavid
Tanned and well-rested after their jaunt south of the border,
lhe Princesses have begun the grim process of readjusting to the
rigors oflaw school life and buckling down to our studies. As any
of you who have seen us out at the bars this week may have
noticed, we are not doing terribly well. So as we look nostalgically at our vacation photos, the Princesses, still humming "Baby
Don' t Hun Me" {which we believe to be the national anthem of
Mexico), cannot help but issue a list of do's and don't's for future
travelers to tropical paradise.
l. DO beware ofether in your mixed drinks. The princesses
were told this was a common practice in Mexican discos, but then
again, we also know people who still swear Mikey died from
mixing Pop Rocks and Pepsi.
2. DO encourage your friends to sacrifice themselves for the
good of the group. This includes having them cozy up to
Mexican playboys who will pay your bar bill and offer to take all
of you out on their "How you say... yacht?"
3. When invited into a bar/club "to see the show," DO
ascertain beforehand whether you will simply be seeing the
show, or whether you wi II in fact be the show. The princesses discovered this rule the hard way, as they were pulled onstage in
front of several hundred people to dance with two men who
ultimately wore only G-strings and very large ... sombreros.
4. If you are spending your evening with Scou"Tippytoes"
Saham (2L), DO make it very clear when you want him to leave
so that you and Ms./Mr. Right Now can be alone. Otherwise, be
prepared for an evening accompanied by a clueless third wheeL
5. For female travelers: DO lind out where all the vacationing undcrgrads are going, and go elsewhere. The Princesses had
the unfortunate experience of stumbling across the six million
undcrgrads who were staying in Acapulco. We can summarize
the poolsidescene in two words: meat markeL We acwally spotLed one girl reading Fab Five, although we are sure she was
reading it out of her own deep love for the sport ofbasketball, and
not because she thought it would impress the guys around her.
6. For male law students: go ahead, DO scam on the
undergrads. At least they're not the HIGH SCHOOL students
some of you are rumored to prefer (note how discreet the
Princesses are in not mentioning names here, and remember that
you owe us one).

•••

So what is there to do now that you are back in Ann Arbor?
We suggest doing something totally selfless for the good of
your fellow classmates, such as throwing a large party. We arc
pleased that two of our fellow second years, Steve Olson and
Bruce Searby, have elected to take this noble route, and we can
only hope others of you will follow (the Princess are particularly impressed with the clever theme of Steve and Bruce's
party, which we understand is "Alcohol"). For the rest of you
we suggest that you do something completely novel and
actually auend one of your classes. For instance, Steve Collier
(2L bon vivant extraordinaire) was actually spotted in American Indian Law two consecutive days this past week, an experience he pronounced "refreshing."

LOVE,

As for the Princesses, we are whiling away our days until
thelirstsignofspring,i.e., theopcningofDominick's. Wemust
warn our readers, however, that no matter how good an idea it
seems at the time, going to Dominick's for a couple of pitchers
before attending your afternoon classes is NOT in your best
interests. Trust Princess Feeney (and her subsequent Torts
grade) on this one.

•••

The princesses would like to announce that weare dedicating our entire next column to answering letters. Please drop aU
of your burning questions into our pcndaflexes before Wednesday March 16.
Ta ta for now.

brokenscrccndoorwithan cmptybccrkeg. Initsrim,someone
had planted begonias and let them tum brown. I got the bike,
She didn't have on her scatbelt, and I indtcated this. She figured out how to snJp the wheel back into its fork, and
pulled it down and across and snapped it in. "I'm marrying wheeled it mto the front hall. I stood and listened. I went to the
kitchen, filled a plastic cup and watered the begonias. A door
Julio," she said.
closed.
I searched the darkness at the top of the stairs. Then I
I turned the radio on softly to a clac;sical-music station.
put
the
cup
in the kitchen wastebasket.
"Well," she asked. "What do you want to do about it?"
I
shut
the
car door and turned on the radio. The house was
"Nothing," I said.
dark
except
forthe
porch, its wood a kmd ofdriftwood blue, the
"Do you think he's too young?"
begonias
algae-colored.
I know this is wrong, but I remember
"He'll get older."
her
coming
out
in
a
flower-print
dress, her shape lit from
"Do you think he's my type?"
behind.
I
remember
that
when
she
danced
over the blue porch
I looked in the back. He was drooling. "Do you?"
steps,
she
was
barefoot.
Breathless,
she
slapped
the roof above
"I don't know," she said. "Maybe the baby will be too
my
head,
said,
"Look
out,
Ouie,
here
I
come,"
and climbed
much for him."
headfirst
through
the
window.
"Maybe."
As I helped her inside, I felt old and stiffand awkward, and
"What are you going to do?"
I
apologized
for myself. "I'm sorry," I said. She looked at me
''I'm going to drive you to your house, and him to his."
for
a
moment,
deciphering. I found myself hallucinating,
"Do you want me to spend the night?"
seeing
myself,
somewhere,
blazing ahead into blinding snow,
"No," I said.
blasting
the
hom,
waving
to
the responsible drivers in the right
"We're not getting married for at least three months," she
lanes.
"Wish
me
luck,"
I
said.
Marissa probably knew that
said. "He hasn't even bought me a ring. I'll call you."
leaving
was
the
best
thing
for
me
to
do, and she didn't question
''I'll answer," I said.
my
judgment.
She
said
she
would
miss me at the firm. "Just
We didn't talk much more. We listened to Vivaldi. Julio
at
the
f
l1lll
?"I
asked.
She
smiled
and
touched my hand. "Good
was snoring. I carried him into the house where he lived with
luck,"
she
said.
Suddenly
brave,
I
revved
the engine and held
four other students and up to his room. At the foot of his bed,
her
hand.
Then
I
asked
herto
spend
the
night.
And, mercifully,
a garbage bag bulged with laundry. While she put him to bed,
she
did.
I went down, turned on the porch light and propped open the

continued from page 7

Law in the Raw

By Kong & Poellet

For Those Of You Who Are Still Seeking Em- No Mandatory Five-Day Waiting Period Applies reported that his tenant Kenneth Lane had fled the area,
A man in London pulled off fourteen robberies with cu- abandoning his rented farmhouse and leaving behind at least
ployment
Last year, the Washington City Paper reponed that po- cumbers which he wrapped in a plastic bag and waved like
lice-officer candidates in Washington, D.C., are not disquali- sawed-off shotguns to fool store cashiers. After twelve of the
fied for any criminal behavior engaged in as juveniles or for as holdups, the man ate his weapon in a sandwich.
many as six instances of drug use as adults. The head of the
In Califomia,officialsanheOrange County Jail refused to
local police officers' union said a reform-school inmate could
walk right in the police academy's front door and be in the serve chili peppers to Hispanic inmates demanding the right to
hot, spicy food. The authorities said the peppers could be used
running for a job.
as weapons.

Jeffrey Dahmer Wanna-Be

David S. Clemons, 22 was charged with misdearnnor The Curlers Were A Dead Giveaway
Last September, inmates Willie James Wright and Albert
child abuse in Durham , North Carolina, last November after he
allegedly bit his 11-month-old babyon thechcckduringaclass Mathew escaped from the state prison in Rosharon, Texas,
in which a child-care professional was trying to teach parent- having disguised their break by making papier-mache heads
with real hair and placing them on piiJows in their bunks. The
ing skills.
ruse worked at the 10 p.m. bed check, but at 4:45a.m. a guard
realized something did not look righL The two were promptly
More Potent Than Flinstone Chewables
captured.
Ronald Raymond Carr, 37, was given a suspended sentence in Norwalk, California, in October. He had been charged
with furnishing drugs to a minor and had admitted giving his
daughter methamphetamir.es as often as twice a day when she
was II, 12and 13 sothathe would have company while he did
drugs.

See Last Line For Handy Response When You
Are Called On In Class
Last May, in Elk River, Minnesota, landlord Todd Plaisted

400 tons of used carpeting, more than 10,000 plastic windows from Northwest Airlines planes, and rooms full of
sofas, mattresses, and washing machines, among other
things. Lane told townspeople he ran a "recycling" company, but there was no evidence of output. A deputy sheriff
driving by the farmhouse last year saw Lane burying carpeting with a tractor and said he offered no explanation but
merely responded, "I don 'tknow what to to say. You got me.
I can't even make up an excuse."

Mr. Rogers Had The Same Effect On Us
Mario Arballo filed a $20 million damage suit charging
former Charlie's Angels actress Jaclyn Smith with sexual
torture. Arballo claimed that the torture began when he was
watching a muscular dystrophy telethon and Smith appeared on the screen. Arballo said that Smith immediately
began to torture him with telepathic messages containing
suggestions for "deviant sexual acts" that continued well
after the telethon ended.
- Taken from News of the Weird by Chuck Sheperd

